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ABSTRACT 
Using elementary matrix algebra we establish the following theorems: (1.3) Let N 
be any n X n Hermitian matrix and let M be any n X m complex matrix. Suppose 
that (i) M*M has r eigenvalues in the interval [a,, b,]; (ii) H has s eigenvalues in 
[(la, Oa], a, 3 0. Then M*HM has at least r + s ~ n eigenvalues in [alus, b,D,]. 
(3.1) Let H be any n X n Hermitian matrix with In H = (T, v, 8). Let M be any real 
n X m matrix, and let S,, = Dim Ker M. Let (VT,, u,, 6, ) denote the inertia of LM*HM. 
Then 
n+(m-n)-&,,<a,<n and Y+(m-n)-6,\,<v,<v. 
When M is a square matrix, these inequalities are simply 
n - s,, d 77, d n and v - S,,, < v, < v. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A version of our basic result is: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let p be a positive definite n X n Hermitian matrix and H 
be an n X n Hermitian matrix. Suppose that 
(i) P has r eigenvalues in the interval [a 1, b,], and 
(ii) H has s eigenvalues in [a,, b2], a2 >, 0. 
Then PH has at least r + s - n eigenvalues in [a la 2, b, b,]. 
This paper was written while the author was a visiting associate professor at Tel Aviv 
liniversity, Ramat Aviv. 
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The importance of P and H being Hermitian is emphasized by the next 
example. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let 
A=ko :I and B=[i Iy]. 
Then the eigenvalues of both A and B are 1 and 2. But the eigenvalues of AB 
are not in the interval [1,4]; they are approximately 10” + 5 and 4 X 10 ‘. 
Every positive definite Hermitian matrix P has a square root matrix P112 
where 
p 1/2p i/s = p and PI/z* = PI/p 
and 
P -““(PH)P l/2 = p l/z*Hp l/2. 
Therefore, as is well known, PH has the same eigenvalues as P1/2*HP1/2. 
Because of this, Theorem 1.1 is a special case of the more general result: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let H he any n X n Hermitian matrix, and let M he any 
n x m complex matrix. Suppose that: 
(i) M*M has r eigenvalues in the interval [a,, b,]; 
(ii) H has s eigenvalues in [a,, b,], a2 > 0. 
Then M*HM has at least r + s - n eigenvalues in [a,a,, b,b,]. 
Work in this area was initiated by Professor Ostrowski with his two papers 
“A quantitative formulation of Sylvester’s law of inertia” [2, 31. Therein he 
established Theorem 1.4. 
GENERAL HYPOTHESES. Let H be an arbitrary n x n Hermitian matrix 
and let M be an arbitrary n x m complex matrix. Let 
(r,,, *II. a,,) = In H and ( ri, ~,,a,) = In M*HM. 
Let 
x,2x,> ... >,A ~,, > 0 and 0 > x’,,, > . . . > A’, > A’, 
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and 
rr>rs> ‘.. r,,, > 0 and 0 > r”‘, > . . . 2 ri > r-i 
denote the positive and negative eigenvalues of the two Hermitian matrices H 
and M*HM. Let p, > p, >, . . . >, p,, > 0 denote the (real) eigenvalues of the 
Hermitian matrix M*M. 
THEOREM 1.4 (Ostrowski). Given the general hypotheses, then 
(a) p,X j < rj < p ,A j when A4 is a square n X n matrix; 
(b) rj < plXj when M is not a square matrix. 
These inequalities are reversed for the Xj and r; < 0. 
Our results may be stated using algebraic language. 
THEOREM 1.5. Given the General Hypotheses, then: 
(a) ri+j-‘G<ihjGri+j-n wheni+j-lg7r1and1<i+j-n<a, for 
the left side and the right side inequalities, resp. 
(b) r,‘+ j_ 1 > piXj > r,‘+ j_n when i + j - 1~ vr and 1~ i + j - n < vl for 
the left side and the right side inequalities, resp. 
REMARK. Our proof of Theorem 1.3 is quite simple and straightforward 
and only uses this well-known form of the variational characterization: 
LEMMA 1.6. An n X n Hermitian matrix H has r eigenvalues that are 
> a if and only if there is an r-dimensional subspace V’ c C” such that 
v*Hv > av*v for all v E V’. 
REMARK. Recently Harald K. Wimmer in [9] derived Theorem 1.4, part 
(a), when M is a nonsingular matrix, directly from the Courant-Fischer 
minimax theorem. 
For the case that M is a (square) invertible matrix, the inequalities 
PvxjG l;+j-, and piA’j>r~+j_n of Theorem 1.5 (and hence our Theorem 
2.1) were established by Professor R. C. Thompson (as part of Theorem 3 of 
[4] using the results of [6]. 
REMARK. An alternative approach to these types of inequalities is to 
develop the theory of singular values. R. C. Thompson and S. Therianos (for 
example [8] and [7]) do this in order to obtain many results when both H is 
positive semidefinite and M is a square matrix. 
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COROLLARY 1.7. In addition to the General Hypotheses, suppose that M 
is a nonsingular square matrix (and hence n = m). Assume that the set of 
eigenvalues of M*M is { a, 1, 1, . . , 1). lf a > 1, then the eigenvalues of H 
and M*HM interlace in this manner: 
Proof. The hypotheses of this corollary are the same as in Theorem 1.5 
with p, = 1 = p,,. Therefore Theorem 1.5 implies that 
1; >, p,,Xi = Xi and Ir;l 2 (Xjl 
and 
which implies the interlacing inequalities. n 
REMARK. When n = m + s, this proof also shows that the eigenvalues 
can drop at most s levels: 
Section 2 contains the proof of Theorem 1.3. In Section 3, an extension of 
Sylvester’s law of inertia is established. An inequality which generalizes the 
product rule for determinants is established in Section 4. Using this together 
with Theorem 1.5, we establish in Section 5 some inequalities for the products 
of the eigenvalues (of M*M, H, and M*HM). 
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 AND RELATED RESULTS 
THEOREM 2.1. Let H be any n x n Hermitian matrix; let M be any 
n x m matrix. Suppose that: 
(i) M*M has r eigenvalues that are >, a, > 0; 
(ii) H has s eigenvalues that are > a2 > 0. 
Then the matrix M*HM has at least r + s - n eigenvalues that are > a1a2. 
Proof. When a, > 0. Since M*M has r eigenvalues > a,, there is a 
subspace V’ (with dimension r) in C”’ such that 
v*M*Mv > alv*v for all v E V’. 
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Therefore V’ n Ker M = 0, and hence for the image space M( V’), Dim M( Vr) 
= r. 
Also, since H has at least s eigenvalues > u2, there is a subspace 
WY C C” (of dimension s) such that 
w*Hw > a2w*w for all w E W”. 
Set U=(MIVr)-l[M(Vr)n W,‘] andset d=DimU. 
CLAIM 2.2. 
(i) vM*HMv a a,a,V*V for all v E U, and 
(ii) d >, r + s - n. 
Proof. (i): Set w = Mu, and observe that the definition of U implies that 
VEU ==a VEV’ and w=MvEW’. 
Therefore 
v*M*HMv = w*Hw > a2w*w = a2v*M*Mv 
> a2a1v*v for all v E U. 
(ii): Since (Ker M)n V’= 0, M/V’ is 1- 1 and hence 
d=DimU=Dim[M(V’)]nW”. 
To find d we just use the standard formula on the intersection of subspaces: 
DimV,nV,+Dim(V,+V,)=DimV,+DimV,, 
with V, = M( Vr), V, = W”, and Vi + V, c C”. Therefore d > r + s - n. n 
Theorem 2.1 is an immediate corollary of this Claim 2.2 and Lemma 1.6. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 for the case a, = 0 is a little more complicated 
than for the case a I > 0. It is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.3 with all 
< signs replaced by >, signs, and the b’s replaced by a ‘s. n 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let H he any n x n Hermitian matrix and let M he any 
n x m matrix. Suppose that: 
(i) M*M has r eigenvalues that are < 6,. 
(ii) H has s eigenvalues that are < b,, b, > 0. 
Then the matrix M*HM has at least r + s - n eigenvalues that are 6 b,b,. 
Proof. Here there is a subspace V’ in C”’ such that 
v*M*Mv < blv*v for all v E V’. 
But here, since b, > 0, Ker M C V’ and therefore 
Dim M(V’) = r -DimKerM. 
Again, there is a subspace W” in C” such that 
w*Hw < b,w*w for all w E W’. 
Again, set U= M-'[M(V')f' W”]. Then U 2 KerM. Here 
Dim([M(V’)]nW’)>(r-DimKerM)+s-n, 
DimU=DimKerM+Dim([M(V’)]nWW”)>r+s-n. 
As in Claim 2.2, again 
v*M*HMv < b,b2v*v for all v E U. 
This, with Lemma 1.6, establishes Theorem 2.3. n 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. When A j > 0, the inequality ri+ j _ , < pi h j is just 
Theorem 2.3, together with the General Hypotheses, with b, = pi and 
b,=hj and r=m-i+l and s=n-_j+l. When Xj>O, the inequality 
PiXj<ri+j_n is just Theorem 2.1 with a 1 = pi and a 2 = X j and r = i and 
s = j. 
We observe that the positive eigenvalues of - H and M*( - H)M = 
- M*HM are - h’, >, - 2s > . . . >, - x’,,2 and - r{ > - r; > * . . > - r,,‘, re- 
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spectively. Therefore, Theorem 1.5 is applicable to M*( - H)M and hence 
This establishes the second set of inequalities and completes the proof of 
Theorem 1.5. n 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let r, and si be the numbers of eigenvalues of 
M*M and H which are > 17, and > b,, respectively. Therefore, M*M and 
H have ri + T and si + s eigenvalues that are > a, and > u2, respectively. 
Now Theorem 2.1 implies that M*HM has at least ri + r + si + s - n eigen- 
values that are > a ,u 2. 
Similarly M*M and H have m - rl and n - s1 eigenvalues that are < b, 
and < b,, respectively. Now, Theorem 2.3 implies that M*HM has at least 
m - r, - s2 eigenvalues that are < b,b,. 
Let N [ a, b] denote the number of eigenvalues of M*HM in the interval 
[ ~1, b]. Then clearly 
w$Q, b,b,]=N(-oo,b,b,]+N[u,u,,m)-N(-cqco). 
We have calculated estimates for the expressions on the right-hand side. Thus 
NV,, b,b,] >(m-r-s,)+(rl+r+sl+s-n)-m 
=r+s-n. 
3. ON THE INERTIA OF M*HM 
The inertia of an Hermitian matrix H is denoted by In H = (vr, v, 8) 
where 7~, v, and 6 are the numbers of positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues 
of H. 
SYLVESTER'S LAW OF INERTIA. Let H be any Hermitiun n x n mutrir, 
and let M be any n x n real nonsingular matrix. Then 
In H = In M*HM. 
Using a continuity argument, Ostrowski established (as Theorem 2 of [2]) 
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OSTROWSKI’S EXTENSION OF SYLVESTER’S LAW OF INERTIA. Let H be any 
n x n Hermitian matrix with inertia In H = (T, v, 6). Let M be uny real 
mutrix. Let In M*HM = (CITY, v,, 13,). Then r1 < T and vI < v. 
Our results provide a further extension: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H be any n X n Hermitian m&ix with In H = (71, v, 6). 
Let M be any real n X m matrix and let a,,, = DimKerM. Let (T,, vI, 6,) 
denote the inertia of M*HM. Then 
r+(m-n)-S,<m,<: and v+(m-n)-6,<v,<v. 
When M is a square matrix, these inequalities are simply 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.1 will also demonstrate that if M*M has 
7~,~ eigenvalues that are > 0 and H has 7~ eigenvalues that are > 0, then 
77,277+7r,-n. 
Elementary matrix algebra implies that 
TM = m - DimKer M*M = m - a,,{. 
Therefore, as desired, 
We note that M*M, H, and M*HM have respectively m, 7~ + 8, and 
7~~ + 6, eigenvalues that are >, 0. Therefore Theorem 2.1 implies that 
Since m = TV + v1 + 8, and n = 7 + v + 8, we have 
m-v,>n-v+m-n, 
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or 
as desired. 
The numbers of positive and negative eigenvalues are interchanged when 
the matrices H and M*HM are replaced by - H and - M*HM = 
M*( - H)M, respectively. Therefore any inequality that is valid for 71, and 7~ 
is also valid for vi and v, and vice versa. This completes the proof of Theorem 
3.1. n 
4. A PROPOSITION ABOUT DETERMINANTS 
Since Det AB = (Det A)Det B, for square matrices it is true that 
Det M*HM= Det M*M X Det H, (4.1) 
when M and H are both n X n square matrices. That this is not the case for 
nonsquare matrices is easily demonstrated by an example: Let 
M*=(a,h) and H= i i . 
i i 
Here 
[Det(c2,h)(z)]XDet(;i) i)=I5(a”+h”). 
In contrast 
M*HM = (ub)(; ;I( ;) = (5a2 +3h2). 
In this case, we observe that 
3Det M*M < Det M*HM < 5Det M*M, 
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These two inequalities are an example of the following proposition. [Of 
course, they become equalities when n = m even when H is an arbitrary 
n X n complex matrix; that is just a restatement of Equation (4.1).] 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let H be a positive definite Hermitian matrix. As- 
sume n > m. Then 
Det(M*M)X fi Xj<Det(M*HM)<Det(M*M)X ,nrh,. 
i = I) - rn + 1 
REMARK. This result, which I had conjectured, was proved by Chandler 
Davis, whose treatment is presented here. 
Because it deals with positive definite H, Proposition 4.1 is equivalent to 
the corresponding assertion involving singular values of products, to wit: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Consider AB = C, where A is n X n with singular 
vulues a,> ..’ >, an, and where B and C are n X m matrices (n > m) with 
singular values PI >, . . . >, p,,, and y1 >, . . . >, y,,, respectively. Then the 
muximum und minimum values y, * ’ y,,, can have are (Y 1 . . . a,,,Pl . . . P,,, 
and (Y I, - 1,1 + 1 ’ . . a,/31 . . . p,,, respectively. 
Proof. We pass to the exterior algebra [l]. Consider AkB, which acts on 
skew products of vectors in the domain of B by AkB(x, A . . . A xk) = Bx, 
A . . . A Bx, and is extended to the whole space of alternating tensors by 
linearity. It is well known and easy to check that AkAAkB = AkC. In this case 
we want k = m, so the space is ldimensional, and the matrix of A”‘C or A”‘B 
is just one column; that of A”‘A is ( k) X ( E ). Introducing natural inner 
products, one gets from any orthonormal bases (e,, . . . , e,,) and (f,,. . . , f,) 
orthonormal bases of the spaces of alternating k-tensors consisting of normal- 
ized skew products of e, of or fj, taken k at a time in all possible ways. From 
this it is easy to see that the singular values of AkB are all products of k of the 
B, with k distinct indices. In our case, then, Bi . . . /3,, and yi. . . y,, are 
respectively the norms of Am B and A “‘C -which can be regarded as column 
vectors. As to the maximum result, 
Yl . . . Y,, = IIA"'CII < IlA"'All llA"'Bll = IIA"'AIIP1 . . . Pm> 
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but the maximum singular values of /j”‘A is of course (or . . . a,,,. The mini- 
mum result follows in the same way. m 
5. THE PRODUCTS OF THE EIGENVALUES 
In this section, we will use the results of Theorem 1.5 in order to establish 
several inequalities on products of some of the positive and negative eigenval- 
ues of H, M*M, and M*HM. The result is Theorem 5.1. 
Earlier results of this type have been established by Professor Ostrowski 
(Theorem 5 of [2] and Theorem 9 of [3]) using Rado’s result on compound 
matrices, and by Professor R. C. Thompson [4]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume the General Hypotheses, and suppose that either 
(A) both M and H are nonsingular matrices (and n = m) or 
(B) H is positive definite and n > m. 
Given nonnegative integers x, y, z and 
and 
l<i,<i,< “’ <i,<a, 
1 < j, < j, < . . . < j, < u,: 
(a) Suppose x + i, < r1 and j, + x < uI. Then 
(b) Suppose x + i, < 7~~~. Then 
l? rz+n, G kljl Pi,‘r+k. 
k=I 
(c) Suppose 
n+l<i,+x+y+z, n+l<j,+x+y+z, 
x+y+z+i,<n+7r,, and x+y+x+j,<n+v,. 
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REMARK. When M is invertible, Sylvester’s theorem implies that n,, = vi 
and uH = vi. The only reason for the inequalities of the form x + i, < rH = r, 
in Theorem 5.1, is to insure that the r’s and r’ ‘s exist. 
REMARK. In comparison with Theorem 5.1(b) we note that Theorem 1.5 
directly only implies that: 
which is a less restrictive inequality, since A,, 1 > Xxik for k = 1,2,. . , y. 
Similar comparisons may be made for the other three inequalities of Theorem 
5.1. 
The case x = 0 and yz = 0 of Theorem 5.1(A), part (a), is approximately 
the product part of Corollary 1 of [4]. Theorem 5.1(A), part (c) (for the case 
z = 0) and part (d), are special cases of Theorem 3 of [4]. Thompson’s results 
do not require that Det H # 0, but they do not handle the positive and 
negative eigenvalues of H simultaneously. Thompson’s proofs use Schur 
convexity and the results of [S] and [6]. 
When both H is positive semidefinite and m = n, then Thompson and 
Therianos [S, 71 obtain more precise results by developing the theory of 
singular values. 
Lemma 5.2 will be used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.2. Under the General Hypotheses, suppose that either 
(A) both M and H are nonsingular square matrices, or 
(B) H is positive definite and n > m. 
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p= fipj=DetM*M 
j=l 
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(5.1) 
Let I C {1,2 ,..., 7rI} and JC {1,2 ,..., v1 } he indexing sets (without repe- 
tition in I or in I). 
(a) For (A) : Zf p, = 1 and p, > 0, then 
For (B): Zf p,=l and p,>O and Kc{n-m+l,...,n-l,n} is an 
indexing set without repetition, then 
(b) Zf A,, = 1, then 
(c) Zfp, = 1, then 
I I nr; x nq<px nA’, x nx,. jtl iSI I I jFJ iE/ 
(NOTE: For (B), J = 0, the empty set .) 
(d) If A,=1 and h,>O, then 
Proof. We will use Proposition 4.1. 
(a): When p, = 1, Theorem 1.5 says that each T, < h,, and each [r/l < Ih;l. 
Therefore 
(5.2) 
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The left-side inequality of Proposition 4.1 divided by (5.2) will establish part 
(a). 
(c): When p, = 1, Theorem 1.5 says that each r, > Xi and Iril>, IXjI. 
Therefore 
(5.3) 
The right-side inequality of Proposition 4.1 divided by (5.3) will establish part 
(c). 
Parts (b) and (d) are established in the same manner. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 5.2. n 
NOTATION. ForaHermitianmatrix H,weuseEig(H)=(h,,X,,...,X,,) 
to denote the eigenvalues of H in decreasing order. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1(u). Since M*M is a Hermitian matrix, there is a 
unitary matrix U and a diagonal matrix D, with main diagonal 
(Pl> P 2,“” P,, Px+$/+;+l,*.., P,,, Px+1, Px+z,..., Px+y+;) 
such that D, = U*M*MU. (This ordering of the eigenvalues is useful.) 
Let D, be the real diagonal matrix such that the main diagonal 
square 0; is 
of its 
I,1 )..‘) $Lt!!E,P,,, )...) p*,ytS . 
Px+1 1)x+2 P x+y+z i 
Hence, the eigenvalues of D2*D, D, = D2D1D2 are 
Eig(D,*DlD,) = (~1,172,..., P,, P~+~+~,+.., P~+~+~, ~~+~+~+l,...~ P,,). 
We set M, = MUD, and we calculate that 
M,*M,=D,*U*M*MUD,=D,*D,D,. 
We set H, = M*HM and H, = U*H,U and H, = D2*H3D2. Therefore 
Eig(H,)=Eig(H,)=(rr,r, ,..., r,,,rL ,,... ,rL,r;). 
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We calculate 
H, = D;H3D2 = D2*U*H,UD, = D,*U*M*HMUD, = M,*HM,. (5.4) 
Let (sl, +,..., s,,,, s:,,,..., sh, s;) = Eig(H,). We apply Lemma 5.2(a) to 
H, = D,* H, D,. Therefore 
The hypotheses for part (a) imply that each r + i, < rr and x + j, 6 vr, and 
therefore these T’S, r”s, s’s, and s”s do indeed exist, 
Next we apply Theorem 1.5 to the equation H, = M,*HM3 from (5.4), 
noting that P~+,,+~ is only the (x + 1)st eigenvalue of M3*M,. This yields 
S x+i,,G Px+y+z’il, and Is:+j,I G Px+y+;I’jtI. 
Therefore, by multiplying these positive numbers, we have 
Combining (5.5) and (5.6), canceling the factor r)xyt+i+_, and multiplying by 
nPx+k will produce the inequality of part (a). n 
Outline of proof of Theorem 5.1(c). The proof is very similar to the 
proof for part (a). The main change is that here we define D, as the diagonal 
matrix such that the main diagonal of 0: is 
i 
P Px+l 
l,l)...) l,“+‘- 
P x+1 
~ 
Px+1’ Px+2 ‘...’ P,+,+, i . 
With this D,, 
Eig(D,*D,Q) = (pr, PZ,..., P,, px+l, Px+ly..., Px+l, Px+y+z+l,..., P,I). 
Equation (5.4) is still valid. 
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We use Lemma 5.2(c) on H4 = D,*H,D,. Therefore 
n+j, ’ IfI ‘x+y+z-n+ik. 
k=l 
(5.7) 
The hypotheses for part (c) imply that each 
l<x+y+z-n+ik<7rr and l<x+y+z--n+j(g~,. 
Therefore all the r’s, T”S, s’s and s”s in (5.7) do indeed exist. 
Since p,, 1 is the (x + y + z)th eigenvalue of Ds*D,D, = M,*M,, Theo- 
rem 1.5 applied to H, = M,*HM, of (5.4) yields the inequalities 
Multiplying these positive numbers yields 
2 h+1)“‘” (5.8) 
Using (5.7) and (5.8) the inequality for part (c) is calculated in the same 
way as the inequality for part (a) was calculated from (5.5) and (5.6). This 
establishes part (c). n 
Proof of Tlaeorem 5.1(b). Without loss of generality, it is sufficient for us 
to investigate the situation 
H,=MTD,,M, 
where D,, = H is a real diagonal matrix 
D,,=diag(X,,X,,...,X,,X,+,+,,...,X.,h,+,,...,X.+,). 
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We let D be the real diagonal matrix such that 
x A 
D’=diag l,l,..., l,z ,..., xty 
h x+1 x X-tY 
Then: 
Eig(DD,,D) = (A,, A,,..., A,, Ax+y,.... Ax+y, Ax+y+ll..., A,,). 
We set M, = D - ‘M,, and we write H, as 
H, = M1*D - l( DD,D)D - lo, = Mz*( DD,D)M,. (5.9) 
We observe that 
M,*M, = M:D - 2M,. (5.10) 
Weset(q,,q,,..., q,) = Eig( MZM,). Therefore, by Lemma 5.2(b) and (5.10) 
(5.11) 
We may apply Theorem 1.5 to the equation H, = M$(DD,D)M, of 
(5.9), obtaining the inequalities 
r x+i, G 4,, x x+y' (5.12) 
since A,,, is only the (x + 1)st eigenvalue of DD,D. Combining the 
inequalities (5.11) and (5.12) will establish part (b). n 
REMARK. Part (d) of theorem 5.1 is established in a similar manner to 
parts (b) and (c). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. n 
Z wish to thank the editor, Chandler Davis, for his proof of Proposition 
4.1; his observation that my original proof of Theorem 5.1, part (c), actually 
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establishes the stronger result stated herein; and his many other useful 
comments. 
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